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Agenda

• EAST Transitions
• Strategic Directions Reminder
• Membership Updates
• Lists Migration
• Collection Analysis Update
• Google Workspace Migration
• Partnership Update
• Rosemont Update
• Other Webinars of Interest
• SCELC/EAST IMLS Grant Award
EAST Transitions

Staff:

• Mei taking a new role at the University of North Carolina – Greensboro – last official day Jan. 6th
• Sara will transition into an expanded Project Manager role which incorporates her current Data Librarian responsibilities and expands her hours

Project:
EAST Executive Committee and Project Director working with outside counsel to facilitate EAST becoming a legal 501(c)3 incorporated in Massachusetts as a tax exempt organization
Strategic Directions Reminder

• Support the collection building and management strategies of member libraries
  • Current progress: Plans for 2023 groupwide collection analysis work
• Ensure flexible and sustainable pathways to membership
  • Current progress: New Consortia Supporting Partner model
• Secure EAST’s organizational sustainability
  • Current progress: Work to incorporate
• Expand opportunities for member libraries to contribute to the EAST collective collection
Membership Updates

Virginia’s Academic Library Consortium (VIVA)
• 11 libraries are joining as Retention Partners, and their collection analysis and retention work is expected to begin in spring, 2023
• Additional 4 and 2-year schools will be joining as Consortia Supporting Partners, under the newly created membership model to facilitate expanded access to EAST membership

North Carolina’s Carolina Universities Shared Print program (CUSP)
• 11 libraries considering joining as retention partners with collection analysis work being planned
• 1 library likely as a Supporting Partner

Expands diversity of membership and access to collections
Lists Migration

- Communication sent to the membership on Friday, December 2nd
- Moved 5 lists from UNH to UConn servers
- A welcome email from the new lists was sent to the membership on Wednesday, December 7th
- UNH lists deactivated on Friday, December 9th. Any emails sent there will receive an automatic email pointing to the new list address.
- Still working on some “hiccups” with the UConn server labeling posts as “spam”
Collection Analysis Update

• Group collection analysis project focused on newer monograph titles (acquired between 2011 and 2021).
• Anticipate kicking off the project in the spring of 2023 and hope to be able to start the collection analysis work in the third quarter of 2023.
• EC approved using Gold Rush tool to support the analysis.
• Currently surveying libraries to confirm definite interest in the project.
• Once we know which libraries are participating the Project Team will confirm exact costs & schedule a meeting to discuss next steps.
Google Workspace Project

As part of the organizational transition, EAST will need to create its own Google Workspace and copy over existing content from the BLC Workspace account.

The Project Team is seeking a consultant to take the lead on this work. If you know anyone with the relevant skills and experience, please contact Susan at sstearns@blc.org

Full details are available in this document
Weeding docs (PDF | Google Sheet | 1 page diagram)

VALUE OF SHARED PRINT

COLLECTION SPACE MANAGEMENT IN THE COLLECTIONS LIFECYCLE

Matching Algorithms

INFRASTRUCTURE WORKING GROUP LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS

Contact: info@sharedprint.org
Exploring closer collaboration between Rosemont and the Partnership

**Strategic Directions & Project Task List** available on their website.

Of note for EAST is the **JRNL** gap filling tool, and the wrapping up of the Last Known Copy work.
Shared Print Webinars

January EAST Onboarding Webinar:
Thursday, January 26th at 11am

[Registration Link!](#) (also on eastlibraries.org)

Print Archive Network (PAN) Forum:
Friday January 27, 2023, 12 pm - 2 pm Eastern

Stay tuned for [registration information](#)
Shared Print Retentions Google Sheets Add-On

https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/shared_print_retentions_search/558072044681

Shared Print Retentions

The Shared Print Retentions Search Google Sheets Add-on is designed to help libraries search for shared print retentions in OCLC for various Shared Print programs.
SCELC/EAST IMLS Grant Award

• “Community Strategies to Expand Diversity and Inclusivity in the Collective Collection of Shared Print”: 2-year planning grant focused on Minority-Serving Institutions (primarily HBCU’s & HSI’s)

• Goals:
  • Understand barriers to shared print for MSI’s
  • Expand participation by adding 2 MSI’s each to SCELC and EAST
  • Analyze collective collections with DEI focus
  • Meeting with Community Council advisory board to further the first goal and investigating tools for research into collection diversity
To Mei for her service to EAST and its member libraries

We wish you the best in your new position

And, keep spreadin’ the Dunkin’ word!
Thank you.

Q & A
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